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ABSTRACT
An innovative energy saving ultraviolet disinfection reactor has been developed and
tested. The technical approach taken is to establish a relationship between the power
consumption and the design features of a UV disinfection system, and then determine these
design features by minimizing the power consumption function.
The circular-array type (CAT) UV reactor design consists of four short straight UV bulbs
located circumferentially outside a quartz tube. A 4 inches diameter prototype was tested
with a water flow rate of 1 1 GPM. Experimental results showed that the CAT UV reactor
requires 30% less power consumption (9.6W) compared with a commercial unit (13.8W) to
meet the minimum dosage requirement of 400J/m2 for microbial inactivation. The
experimental results showed the average dosage for CAT UV reactor is consistent with the
analytic results.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
The World Health Organization reported[1] that 25% of the world population lacks
access to an improved water supply, and millions of deaths and illnesses occur annually due
to water-born pathogens.
The application of UV disinfection in drinking water has been on the rise in North
America recently, since it was shown that UV light can inactivate Cryptosporidium oocysts
effectively based on infectivity, even at very low doses [2]. The second advantage of UV
disinfection is the minimal formation ofdisinfection byproducts ( DBPs ) formation. Liu et
al. [3] reported that low pressure and medium pressure UV lamps did not have a significant
impact on the formation ofDBPs.
1.1 Drinking water treatment
There are the several methods to disinfect water: boiling, distillation, ozone, reverse
osmosis, chlorine, iodine, and UV-C technology.
Boiling
Place the water in a clean container and bring it to a full boil and continue boiling for at
least 3 minutes. Boiled water should be kept covered while cooling. Boiling is not routinely
used to purify drinking water except in emergencies. If the water is cloudy, it should be
filtered before boiling. Filters designed for use when camping, coffee filters, towels (paper or
cotton), cheesecloth, or a cotton plug in a funnel are effective ways to filter cloudy water.
Distillation:
In many ways, distillation is the reverse of boiling. To remove impurities from water by
distillation, the water is usually boiled in a chamber causing water to vaporize, and the pure
n
(or mostly pure) steam leaves the non volatile contaminants behind. The steam moves to a
different part of the unit and is cooled until it condenses back into liquid water. The resulting
distillate drips into a storage container.
Reverse Osmosis (RO):
Water pressure is used to force water molecules through a membrane that has extremely
tiny pores, leaving the larger contaminants behind. Purified water is collected from the
"clean"
side of the membrane, and water containing the concentrated contaminants is flushed
down the drain from the "contaminated" side. The average RO system is a unit consisting of
a sediment/chlorine pre-filter, the reverse-osmosis membrane, a water storage tank, and an
activated-carbon post filter.
Ozonation:
The ozone molecule contains three oxygen atoms whereas the normal oxygen molecule
contains only two. Ozone is a very reactive and unstable gas with a short half-life before it
reverts back to oxygen. Ozone is the most powerful and rapid acting oxidizer man can
produce, and will oxidize all bacteria, mold and yeast spores, organic material and viruses
given sufficient exposure. The effectiveness of the process is dependent on good mixing of
ozone with the water. Also ozone does not dissolve particularly well, so a well designed
system that exposes all the water to the ozone is important. In the home, ozone is often
combined with activated carbon filtration to achieve a more complete water treatment.
Ozone is a naturally occurring component of fresh air. It can be produced by the
ultraviolet rays of the sun reacting with the Earth's upper atmosphere (which creates a
protective ozone layer), by lightning, or it can be created artificially with an ozone generator.
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The formation of oxygen into ozone occurs with the use of energy. This process is
carried out by an electric discharge field as in the CD (corona discharge)-type ozone
generators (corona discharge simulation of the lightning), or by ultraviolet radiation as in
UV-type ozone generators (simulation of the ultra-violet rays from the sun). In addition to
these commercial methods, ozone may also be made through electrolytic and chemical
reactions.
UV-C
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Figure 1 . 1 light spectrum
Ultraviolet radiation (UV) is light energy between 100 and 400nm wavelength, between
the X-ray portion of the spectrum and the visible portion. As we can see in this figure, the cell
inactivation has a peak at 254nm. So the UVC we concern is this wavelength.
UV-C is preferable over the other methods due to the cost of treatment, effectiveness
and disinfecting water rapidly without the use of heat of chemical additives, leaving no
residuals or chemicals in the water.
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1.2 Fundamentals ofUVwater treatment
Ultraviolet (UV) disinfection is a means ofwater purification. UV disinfection implies
the use of the ultraviolet portion of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum to inactivate in some
microorganism. UV is capable of destroying pathogens such as bacteria, viruses, and
protozoa that can cause a variety of illnesses such as amoebic dysentery, cholera, polio, and
typhoid fever. It is a method that disinfects water rapidly without the use of heat or chemicals
additives. In Europe UV radiation is commonly used as the sole disinfection method in the
production of potable water [4]. In North America UV disinfection is commonly applied for
treatment of secondary effluents [5l
Ultraviolet light is absorbed by proteins, RNA and DNA in a given microorganism.
Genetic material is unique in that multiple copies of specific genes are not usually available.
Hence, genetic material has a high level of vulnerability to physical and chemical agents
because damage to just one of the many genes of an organism can lead to loss of viability or
infectivity. Absorption ofUV by proteins in membranes at high UV dose, ultimately leads to
the disruption of the cell membranes and hence ereplication of the cell.
DNA is a nucleic acid polymer in a double-stranded helix linked together by a sequence
of four constituent bases (adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine), which constitute the
genetic code. These form "base pairs"(adenine with thymine and cytosine with guanine) held
together by hydrogen bonds. This is the
"glue" that holds the two "strand" ofDNA together.
Of these four bases, thymine undergoes a unique photochemical reaction (see Figure 1.1). If
two thymine bases are located adjacent to each other, absorption of a UV photon by one of
the thymine leads to formation of a chemical bond between two thymine, (called a thymine
dimer), which is shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: The photochemical dimerization[4]
Photochemical dimerization peaks at about 260 nm. The photochemical dimerization of
thymine pairs disrupts the structure of the DNA, so that if enough thymine dimmers are
formed, the DNA cannot replicate in cell mitosis. Basically, all forms ofDNA damage can be
repaired in these cells possessing repair capability by either constitutive or inducible
enzymatic processes. But if a distorted region of the DNA molecule damage in a given cell
exceeds its repair capacity, regular active fails. Metabolism permanently shuts down and
cellular degradation processes commence. This is the fundamental mechanism of UV
disinfection [6].
The degree of microbial destruction is a function of both the time and intensity of the
radiation to which a given microorganism is exposed. A short exposure time at high intensity
is as effective as a long exposure time at low intensity provided the product of the exposure
time and intensity, which is known as UV dosage, remains the same. The intensity and
exposure time is governed by the geometry and the hydrodynamics of the UV system. The
UV system is designed such that the lowest dose received by any of the water is sufficient to
achieve the desired effect on microorganisms. The dosage is normally expressed in
milliwatt-seconds/ sq cm. UV irradiation is effective against bacteria at dosage levels of 3 to
15
30mJ/cm2and against viruses at 30 to 100
mJ/cm2[7]. Figure 1.3 presents organism response
to UV. Obviously, MS2 is really resistant to UV as the diagram shows. That is why MS2 is
used to indicate UV dosage widely. The microorganism MS2 is an F-specific RNA
bacteriophage (bacterial virus) consisting of a simple capsid of icosahedral symmetry, is
21-30 nm (0.021-0.030 um) in diameter, and contains single-stranded RNA as the genome.
MS2 is classified into the family Leviviridae, for which it is the type species[5]. This
bacteriophage is infectious for bacteria that possess the F- or sex plasmid originally detected
in Escherichia coli (E. coli) K-12; it infects by adsorption to the Fpilli coded by this plasmid.
MS2 only infects certain strains of E. coli that express the F-pilus, which is only present
above 35 C. Because of these characteristics, MS2 is non-pathogenic to humans and cannot
reproduce in the natural wastewater environment.
According to the NSF/ANSI Standard for Drinking Water Treatment Unit, a system
should be able to deliver a UV dosage at least of
400J/m2 (or 40mJ/cm2)at wavelength of 254
run .
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Figure: 1.3 Organism Response to UV[3].
NSF/ANSI 55 2002[22] is a relatively new standard for validating UV disinfection systems
that are intended for manufacture and sale. MS-2 Colophage is used as biological surrogates
to determine the average UV output of UV water treatment system. The microbiological
procedure includes four basic activities: Propagating the MS-2 coliphage, enumerating the
MS-2 coliphage in the stock solution, determining the sensitivity of the MS-2 colifage to UV
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light in a quasi collimating beam study, and testing a UV system design to determine the
average UV fluence (dose) provided. To guarantee the safety of UV system users who
purchase manufactured systems, the NSF/ANSI 55 2002 microbiological testing procedure
is quite robust and includes extensive repetition of samples at every step, which ensures that
the results obtained are statistically significant. The "NSF/ANSI 55 - 2002 Standard for
Drinking Water Treatment Units Ultraviolet Microbiological Water Treatment Units" was
selected as a model for our biological testing protocols. However, because we are
conducting preliminary research on a variety of prototype designs rather than validating a
system that is ready for production, some of the sampling procedures were modified, which
coincides with Streamlined UV System Testing Procedure. The changes we have made to the
protocol include completing the full dosage response curve (11 dosages in triplicate) first,
then checking that it is still valid for each subsequent test by inspecting the fit at 4 dosages.
To meet the standard, the full fluence-response curve would need to be generated for each
test. Also, instead of taking 14 inlet and 14 outlet samples for each prototype, we took 3
inlet and 3 outlet samples. Any final UV system design that is chosen should then be tested at
an accredited laboratory equipped to complete the testing to the specifications of the
NSF/ANSI 55 2002 standard. The test procedure is attached in theAppendix A.
A typical commercial UV treatment system flushes water through a reactor vessel,
where a UV lamp irradiates the flowing water. In such system, the distribution of the UV
dose is extremely non-uniform. To ensure a complete disinfection process radial mixing and
higher power UV bulbs are used. Hence the development of an efficient UV disinfection
reactor in this thesis is based on a uniform dosage distribution approach. Our new design is
an innovative design that operates with minimum energy usage because it changes the
18
traditional UV radiation distribution in the water pipe. The technical approach was to
establish a relationship between the power consumption and the design features of a UV
system, and then determine these design features by minimizing the power consumption
function.
19
1.3 Previous studies on UVwater disinfector
Ultraviolet disinfection is being considered for inactivation of Pathogens in filtered
surface water across North America [8]. MS2 coliphage (ATCC 15597-B1) is the most
commonly used test microbe for UV reactor validation in North America and has been
proposed by the NSF/ANSI as a surrogate for enteric viruses to determine the engineering
requirements ofUV disinfection systems.
There are numerous studies investigating the inactivation of MS2 coliphage in water,
which show variation in the UV dose necessary even for the same log inactivation ofMS2
coliphage. Table 1 summarizes data from eight different studies [9]. As the Table shows, the
dose required for 2-log inactivation ofMS2 varies from 28.6 to 43.8 mJ/cm2. Each of these
studies reported correct procedures for determining the delivered UV dose, including
accounting for sample absorbance and depth. The factors responsible for this variation in
dose may include uncertainties in UV dose measurement, dose calculations, and
determination; Escherichia coli host selection; method employed to culture, purify, and assay
MS2 coliphage; use of different water matrixes; differences in experimental UV setup; or
seemingly insignificant disparities in general lab protocol.
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Table 1: Summary of the MS2 coliphage response to UV inwater
Reference Number UV dose per Log Reduction
mJ/cm2
References
llog 2 log 3 log 4 log
1 20.3 40.6 60.9 81.2 Nieuwstad & Havelaar (1994)L1UJ
2 21.9 43.8 65.7 Havelaaretal(1990)[11J
3 15.9 34 52 71 Wilson et al(1992)ll2J
4 12.1 30.1 Treeetal(1997)L,JJ
5 16.9 33.8 Rauth (1965)L14J
6 14.0 28.6 44.8 65.2 Meng & Gerba(1996)LlbJ
7 17 35 64 97 Nuanualsuwan et al (2002) [16J
8 20 38 57 Sommeretal(2001)L17J
Mean of references
1-8
17.3 35.5 57.4 78.6
Standard deviation of
1-8
3.3 5.1 7.9 13.9
Previous study on UV disinfection mainly concentrates on log reduction MS2 Log
Reduction is the log ratio ofMS2 concentration without UV to MS2 concentration with UV
exposure. 1 log means 90% organism killed by UV. 2 log means 99%, 3 log means 99.9%. 4
log means only 0.01% ofmicroorganism will be alive. As this table shown, different selected
test procedure will lead to different result. Because the procedure influences the results, NSF
(National Sanitary Foundation) standardized the test procedure. In terms of that, Escherichia
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coli host strain ATCC# 15597 and MS-2 Coliphage ATCC # 15597-B1 are selected to be the
biological surrogates to determine the average UV dose output of our UV water treatment
system.
Figure 1.4 presents the difference between the NSF recommended test results and the
results in the Table 1 .
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Figure 1.4: Test result summary
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1.4 Objectives of this work
New York State (NYS) is one of the most efficient energy users in the Nation. However
its energy needs continue to grow with increased economic activity. From 1990 to 1997, New
York's primary energy use across all costumer sectors increased by 5% [I8l While New York
continues to diversify, the use of electricity still constitutes two third of total energy usage.
This usage can be partly reduced by employing energy efficient UV systems for water and
wastewater treatments.
The objective of this thesis is to design and develop an energy efficient UV system that
is effective, adaptable, and affordable. The technical approach taken was to establish a
relationship between the power consumption and the design features of a UV system, and
then determine these design features by minimizing the power consumption function. The
result was an innovative design that would operate with minimum energy usage while
working as an effective disinfector. Based upon this approach CAT UV system design was
developed and is presented in this study. This design consists of four straight bulbs
circumferentially arranged outside of the water pipe. The advantages of lower energy
consumption and robustness of this design are presented and compared to an equivalent
commercial unit.
23
Chapter 2: The New Concept and Design of CAT Reactor
2.1 Analysis of traditional UV water disinfector
Water Output
Figure 2. 1 : A typical traditional UV water disinfector'191
A typical traditional UV disinfector is shown in Figure 2.1 and the conceptual design of
this model is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The UV lamp 05-1343 data is shown in Table 2. The
straight UV bulb is located at the center of the pipe and water flows through the annular
space. In this Figure the UV bulb radius is Rb (m); water pipe radius is Rp (m); the length of
the disinfector is L (m) while the water volumetric flow rate and the UV light power are G
(m3/s) and Pb (W) respectively.
Table 2 Specification of lamp 05- 1 343
05-1400
05-1098
05-1097
05-1343
05-1334
Lamp
Number
Purifier
Model No.
Nominal Length Power
Consumption (1)
Ultraviolet
Output(2)
Rated
Effective Lifemm inches
03-1400 MP13 227 8-15/16 10 watts 2.3 10.000 Hours
05-1098 MP16 302 11-7/8 14 watts 3.7 10,000 Hours
03-1097 MP22 451 17-3/4 20 watts 6.4 10,000 Hours
05-1343 MP36B 860 33-7/8 39 watts 13.8 10,000 Hours
05-1334 MP49B 1165 45-7/8 50 watts 19.3 10,000 Hours
24
Pipe
Figure 2.2 Conceptual model for the analysis of commercial type UV system
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Figure 2.3 UV intensity distribution
in current commercial design
Figure 2.4 UV dosage distribution
of commercial design
Assuming that the UV bulb length equals to the reactor length, the maximum intensity Io
of the UV light on the UV bulb can be written as:
P.
I = 'B
2tzRbL
(2.1)
The UV light will be absorbed when it travels through the water. The instantaneous intensity
of the UV light in the water pipe can be shown to be:
J _ ^B e-2.i{r-RB
2nrL
RB<r<RP (2.2)
where e
2i(r Rs) [6] is the irradiation attenuate factor of UV at 254nm with 100%
transmittance. The irradiation attenuation factor is linear to the transmittance. The intensity
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distribution in the pipe is shown in Figure 2.3 for different bulb powers. From this figure we
can find the minimum value of the intensity at the surface of the pipe, and this value is only
13% of that on the bulb surface. If the exposure time in the pipe is:
, = b_t_ ,23)
G
y }
Then the UV dose distribution will be:
D = I-t = PB\Rlr-R2B)e-^-RB) RB<r<Rp (2.4)
The minimum dose in the pipe is also at the pipe surface. To make sure that a microorganism
in the water is killed by the UV light, the minimum dose should be higher than a critical
value, Dc, 400 mJ/cm (according to the NSF standard). So the minimum required power is:
2GRPD e23{R'-Rs)
Pb~
1^ (2-5)Kp -Kg
Figure 2.4 shows the dosage profile in the pipe, with G=0.0061m3/s (100GPM), L=0.5m,
RP=0.3m, RB=0.01m. The UV light powers are 20W, 30W and 50W As seen in this Figure,
the dosage is extremely high near the bulb surface, but low (about 4%) at the pipe surface.
This Figure also shows that only a 50W UV light can satisfy this minimum dosage
requirement.
In traditional UV disinfection systems the UV lamp is at the center of the pipe. This has
two disadvantages; one is that the intensity ofUV light decreases with distance from the bulb
surface due to light absorption by water; another is that as the UV exposure area increases
with the radius from the center toward the pipe surface. As a result, the dosage profile in the
pipe cross-section is very steep, and one needs to provide a very high power at the center of
the pipe to meet the minimum dosage requirement at the pipe surface. In the next section a
26
new UV reactor design will be introduced and its design advantages over a traditional type
will be presented.
27
2.2 The concept of "Ring" type water disinfector
The design of the ring type UV system consists of installing a circular UV bulb outside
of a quartz water pipe as shown in Figure 2.5.
Reflector
Water Pipe
Quartz Tube
Water Pipe
ig Type Lump
Figure 2.5 The concept of "ring" type disinfector
If we assume that the UV bulb radius is equal to the quartz pipe radius and a perfect
reflector outside of bulb, the intensity of the UV light for this design can be shown to be:
P.
-e
y "
(2.6)
/ -
" B c-2-3<*
2rtrL
There are two factors considered to derivate the equation 2.6. One is the absorption factor;
the other is the area factor. At a certain location, radius is equal to r, after absorption, the
UVC power becomes to PB e"2,3(*s"r), where
e~23{R"~r) [6] is the irradiation attenuate factor
ofUV at 254nm with 100% transmittance and 2.3 is a constant for wavelength at 254nm[6].
The intensity depends on the exposure area as well. The exposure area is2;zrZ, at radius r. So
consider these two factors, the equation for intensity is presented as 2.6. The distribution of
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the instantaneous UV intensity using Equation (2.6) is shown in Figure 2.6. As shown in this
Figure the UV intensity is minimum at the bulb surface, and maximum at the center of the
pipe. In this design, the intensity increases toward the pipe center due to decreasing surface
area. As a result a lower power bulb will be sufficient to accomplish effective results, even at
the pipe center-the farthest point from the bulb surface. Using lower power UV bulb will
result in energy savings.
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Figure 2.6 UV intensity distribution in ring type bulb design (L=0.1m, Rp=RB=0.3m)
Then the distribution of the dosage in the pipe is:
D _ PbRb c-23(RB-r)
2rG (2.7)
For ring type reactor, the pipe radius is equal to the bulb radius approximately, which is
RP=RB, so Equation (2.7) can be written as:
(2.7A)D=PitlP_e-2.l(RP
2rG
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Figure 2.7 UV dosage distribution in ring type bulb design
Figure 2.7 shows the dosage profile with G=0.0061m3/s (100GPM), L=0.1m, RP=RB=0.3m
for 20W, 30W, and 50W power levels. As shown in this Figure the dosage on the bulb surface
is the lowest, but still higher than the required value, Dc, even with Pb=20W. The minimum
required power will be:
Pb>-
2GD
R. (2.8)
The energy saving advantages of a ring type UV reactor over a 1m long commercial
product [19] is shown in Figure 2.8. The minimum dosage is 40mJ/cm2. Pipe diameter is 32cm.
The power efficiency of the bulb is 40% [19]. This new design would be only couple of inches
in length to hold the UV bulb, more compact, low cost and easily installed. Because UV
dosage distribution in the ring type UV reactor is more uniform than the commercial unit, the
overdosed water in the ring type reactor is less than in the commercial unit, and then the
average dosage of the ring type reactor is supposed to be less than the commercial unit at the
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same minimum dosage 400J/m2. This point is approved by the biology test that is shown in
the section 4.2.
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Figure 2.8 Comparison of ring type with a commercial unit (large pipe)
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2.3 Design advantages of a ring-type UV reactor
The design advantages of the ring type reactor over a typical commercial unit can be
explained by considering Equations 2.4 and 2.7 in Table 3.
Assuming uniform velocity profile in the water pipe, the dosage distribution is affected
by two factors. One is that the dosage of UV light decreases with distance from the bulb
surface due to light absorption by water. The other is that increasing annular flow area with
pipe radius also results a decrease of the dosage of the UV light. As a result, the dosage
profile in the commercial pipe is very steep (Figure 2.9), and one needs to provide a very
high power bulb at the center of the pipe to meet the minimum dosage requirement at the
pipe surface. On the other hand the area change dosage profile for the "ring" type is not as
steep, and in fact the absorption portion increases with radius as illustrated in Figure 2.10.
Figure 2.10 also shows that the effects due to absorption and area change are opposite in the
"ring" type reactor (compared to commercial unit) which should result in more uniform UV
dosage distribution.
Figure 2.11 shows the total dosages distribution of both units. It is noticeable that the
total UV dosage in the ring type reactor is higher than the commercial unit because of the
above two factors.
Table 3 Comparison of commercial unit and ring type unit
Function for dosage after simplification
Commercial unit
D = I.t=PB\Rp-RB)e-2.^RB) R <r<R (2.4)
2Gr
B P
Ring type unit
D = I.t=PBRB e-23(RB-r) (2/7)
2rG
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Figure 2.9 Dosage changed with two functions in commercial unit
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Figure 2.10 Dosage changed with two functions in ring type unit
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2.4 Design ofCAT water disinfector
The idea of the original ring-type UV reactor consisted of a ring-type bulb installed
outside of a quartz tube. Due to the difficulty of acquiring a ring-type bulb, four straight (5.5
inches long) UV bulbs were placed around the quartz pipe to simulate a ring type bulb. This
new reactor is called "CircularArray Type" (CAT) UV reactor.
This reactor will be compared to an equivalent commercial unit to verify its
performance advantage under the same operating conditions. Table 4 shows the specification
of the commercial UV reactor [12].
Table 4 Specification of the commercial UV reactor
Flow rate Power Consumption Ultraviolet Output RP
11GMP 44W 13.8 W 2 inch
The evaluation for both reactors assumes that the pipe radius Rp=2 inch; the water
volumetric flow rate G= HGPM=0.000694(m3/s)
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2.4.1 UVC output design
The degree of microbial destruction is a function of both time and intensity of the
radiation exposure ofMS2 coliphage. The exposure time is related to the water velocity. So
determining the fluid velocity is necessary to calculate the exposure time and obtain UV
dosage transferred to microbe. According to the NSF/ANSI Standard for Drinking Water
Treatment Unit, a system should be able to deliver a UV dosage at least of 400J/m at
wavelength of 254 nm. One can use this as the minimum dosage to determine the UVC
power input.
Reynolds number in Pipe Flow:
Volumetric Flow Rate: 1 1GPM= 6.94 x 1 0"4m3/s,
Water pipe diameter: D= 4 inch=0.1m
Kinematics viscosity ofwater .
Set T=15C, then p=999.1kg/m3,//=l.14x10
"3 kg/ms[2]
u
1.14xl0"3
, , . 1n.6 2/
v - = =1.14x 10 m7 s
p 999.1
Cross SectionArea:
^l = 3-14x(u2=7.85xnrW
Mean Fluid Velocity:
AG 4x0.000694 1f,_2
v = : = 8.84x10 mis
m
nD2
;rx0.12
Reynolds Number:
Re =^nR. =
0-0884x0.1
=7754>23oo (critical Re number)
v
l.HxlO"6
So, the flow in the pipe is turbulent flow.
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Friction Factor X = 3\6^ [21]=3 .29 x 1 0"2Re0'25
Substitute X to
[14]
^max i+A.oiyflns
= 0.793
Then T=11.15xl0"2m/s
7.93x10"
The velocity profile for turbulent flow through a smooth pipe may be approximated by the
empirical power-law equation [14]:
'Rs-rV
v.max V B J
vr Velocity at radius of r.
n is exponent that changes along with Re number. Table 5 shows the relation between n and
Re number [21].
Table 5 Relation between n and Re
Re 4.0xlO32.3xlO4l.lxlO5 l.lxlO6 2.0xlO63.2xl06
n 1/6 1/6.6 1/7 1/8.8 1/10 1/10
For Re number is equal to 7754, n=l/6.
Substitute RB=0.05m to Equation (2.12), then
RB~r
max V "b J
Y r 0.05 -r
0.05
.1/6
So V = V x
r max
^0.05-rV/6
0.05
Substitute vmax
=11.15xl02
m/s to above equation
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Then v. =11.15xlO"2x
0.05 -r
0.05
n 1/6
So the exposure time is
I i ( (\(\c
A6
t = :
11.15x10
0.05
0.05 -r
Where; L is the length of the UV lamp.
Reflector
Quartz
pipe
Figure 2.12 The cross area of the reactor
We can next, determine the intensity distribution in the pipe using the diagram shown in
Figure 2.12. The origin of the pipe and the lamp centers are given in the Figure. The UV light
from UV lamp can be divided into two parts. One is the direct UV (D-UV) that goes into the
reactor directly. The other is the reflected UV (R-UV) that radiates outward and reflected
back by a reflector, toward the pipe center. The ratio of direct and reflected UV depends on
the location and size ofUV lamps and the size of quartz pipe.
Angle E4F shows the span of the UV rays which goes into the pipe directly. If the UV
lamp is very close to the quartz, this angle will be much larger than 90. This would mean
more of UV radiation will be the D-UV. In this case the UV radiation will be less uniform.
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For the present study, the UV lamps will be installed at
0.05"
away from the outer surface of
the quartz pipe which should give (E4F) angle of about 155. No reflection on the quartz pipe
is assumed.
Assuming that R-UV is evenly-distributed on the quartz pipe surface and omitting the
absorption through the air gap the distribution of R-UV for the CAT design would be the
same as that of the ring type design. The UV intensity from the R-UV will be:
7
205/360 PB^2.3(fla-V7V) (2.9)
2n^x2
+y2L
where PB is the UV output from all CAT UV lamp.
Assuming the D-UV is not absorbed in the air and not reflected by the quartz pipe, the
UV intensity from the D-UV ofLamp 1 will be:
Im= ?B ^-23M*M)(2.10)
2n*\x2 +(S +RB-y)2L
And for the other 3 UV lamps are:
j ^^-2.3f2(*,y,RB,s)(2n)
2xtJ(S +Rb-x)2 +(y)2L
I P e-2ifA*^) (2.12)
2n-]x1 +(S +RB+y)2L
Im= ^ e-2.3M*,y,RB,S) (213)
2x-J(S + RB+x)2 +(y)2L
where 8 is the distance between UV lamp wall and the quartz pipe wall. The functional
relationship f\\x,y,RB,8), (i=l, 2, 3, 4) is the path length of UV light in the pipe. The
equation for this function fi (x,y, RB , 8) is listed in Appendix B .
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Then the total UV intensity distribution in water is:
I=A+IDAA2+IDi+A4
And the dosage distribution in the pipe will be:
D = Ixt = Ix
(2.14)
(2.15)
Through the numerical calculations, the minimum dosage in the cross section of the pipe was
found to be:
Dmin=181 PB . The further details of the calculations are given inAppendix C.
Then this would mean that the minimum requirement ofUV power output is:
Pa>
181
(2.16)
Based on the NSF requirement for the minimum UV dosage (Dmin^OOJ/m^Om J/cm')
the minimum UV output from each UV lamp will be:
B (min)-
D 40=2.2W (2.17)
181 181
In this study, a
"U"
type UV lamp was selected. The characteristic parameters of this lamp
are listed in Table 6.
Table 6 Lamp parameter list
Q
->
- :
'
8 -i> :
.
(in) (In)
GPX5 1.10 0.51
GPX7
Mdifcl
GPX11
1.10
nro
1.10
0.51
BICE!
0.51
GPX13 1.10 0.51
Length (C) Watts Current
(in) (W) (A)
3.35 5,5 0.18
4.53 7 0.18
effl3 s rarei
8.46 11.8 0.155
6.69 13.4 0.285
Volts
(V)
35
45
91
59
Spectral UV Aug
Peak Output Life
(nm) (W) (h)
253.7 1.2 8000
253.7
253.7
253.7
1.9
m
3.0
3.6
8000
8000
8000
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Four (4) such kind lamps were installed circumferentially around the
4"
quartz pipe with the
gap =
0.5"
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2.4.2 Design of reflector for CATwater disinfector
The reflector was designed to achieve minimum UV radiation loss. Two factors are
considered to accomplish this:
(1) The shape of the reflector:
The shape of the reflector controls the direction ofUV rays. To decrease UV absorption
by air (the absorption coefficient is very small so we almost can ignore it ) and attenuate
the UV reflection on the quartz pipe surface, we need to find the shortest path for UV
rays from the lamp to the quartz pipe with perpendicularity incidence at the quartz tube
surface.
(2) The surface condition of the reflector:
The surface condition of the reflector also plays an important role to control the direction
of the UV rays reflection. There are two kinds of reflection on the surface; specular
reflection and diffuse reflection. The specular reflection is the predominant one. So the
reflector surface should be mirror polished.
Figure 2.14 The procedure of the
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Given the above consideration, the reflected UV ray should pass through the pipe center
to avoid reflection on the surface of quartz tube and to reduce the absorption by quartz pipe.
Figure 2.13 shows the schematic of the reflection. The small circle is the UV lamp while the
big circle is the quartz tube. P (x, y) is one point on the surface of the reflector. The UV ray
arriving at point P(x,y) is reflected, toward the pipe center.
The surface contour of the reflector can be represented by an ellipse. Figure 2.14 shows
such an ellipse. M is a point on the ellipse with focus Fl and F2. Line MT is the tangent of
the ellipse through point M while MN is the normal and bisector of F1MF2 as well. That
means the line F2M anMFi is light from F2 to Fi with reflecting atM.
Figure 2.14 Elliptical property
The reflection of these rays is shown in Figure 2.15. The UV light goes through the
quartz tube vertically to attenuate the UV reflection on the quartz surface and UV absorption
in the quartz tube.
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2c .<
Figure 2.15 The sketch of the UV reactor
Using Cartesian coordinate system the lamp location was determined to be the radius of
the pipe plus the depth of the holder, which is 2.25 inch and 0.6 inch respectively. Since we
know the distance between two focuses is 2.85 inches, we can use the quartz dimensions;
(1.59, 1.59) to solve the ellipse equation given below:
2 2
^ +^ = 1
a2 b2
a
2=b2+c2
(2.14)
(2.15)
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Figure 2.16 Reflector design procedure
Due to manufacturing limitation, a U type UV lamp was chosen as the bulb for the
Circular Array Type Reactor. So the ellipse is twisted according to the real dimension, which
is shown in Figure 2.16
To generate a uniform UV light around the quartz pipe and minimize the UV loss, a
reflectorwas specially designed as shown in Figure 2.17.
Figure 2.18 The shape of the reflector
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Reflector Part 1
Figure 2.18 The dimensions ofUV reflector
Figure 2.18 shows the dimensions of the reflector. The reflector was made ofAluminum
and is 8 inch long. The manufactured reflector is shown in Figure 2.19.
Figure 2.19 The photo ofUV reflector
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Metal Tube
Bolt x 8
Lamp Holder
U Type UV Lamp x 4
Reflector / Located in the Focui
of the Reflector
Figure 2.20 The Structure of the circular array type UV reactor
The aluminum reflector is connected to the water pipe on both sides with flanges. The
structure of Circular Array Type Reactor is presented in Figure 2.20. The dimensions of the
UV reactor are shown in Figure 2.21.
Lamp Holder
Figure 2.21 Dimensions of circular array type UV reactor (Unit: inch)
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Figure 2.22 The photo of the testing system
Figure 2.22 is the picture of the prototype design.
To compare their efficiencies, circular array type and the commercial unit were tested
under the same test conditions. They were installed in parallel manner in the test loop to get
the same water flow rates, temperature and MS2 concentration.
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Chapter 3. Experimental Setup and Testing
3.1 The testing systems
In order to test the UV reactor performance, a test setup was designed and constructed
as shown in Figure 3.1. Water in a 110 Gallon tank was pumped to the reactors through a
pressure sensor, a flow meter and a temperature sensor to determine flow conditions. The
detail information on the components of the test set-up are provided in Table 7. MS2 was
used as the standard indictor to measure the reactor performance.
Table 7: The information on devices
Device Inspections Maker
Pump Type: SS centrifugal pump, 1.5Hp Flo-Master
Pressure Sensor Wika EC0-1, Range: 0-25 PSI; Accuracy: 0.5%Span
BFSL
Wika
Flow Meter C-LB45-A003, Range: 2-15GPM; Accuracy: 1%
reading
Flocat
Thermocouple TC-T-NPT-E-72, T type; Rang: 0-425C, Accuracy:
0.5C
Omega
The testing procedure followed the 2002 NSF/ANSI Standard for Drinking Water
Treatment Units. The tap water in the tank was first neutralized using Na2S03 and MS2 was
added to the liquid to obtain a concentration between 5*104to 5*105. After that, the solution
was mixed mechanically for 30 minutes to sure the uniform distribution ofMS2 in the water.
The water flow rate was set to 1 1 GPM. All tests were carried out at the room temperature. In
each test run, three samples were taken when the UV lamp was turned on followed by three
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other samples with UV lamp off. The Lamp UVC output is measured by very complicated
instrument. So in our system, we use the UVC output value specified by the manufacture
which is Atlantic UV and GE. The detail bioassay information is presented in the Appendix
A.
WaterSupply
*T*-
Productwater
sampling points
(Influent sampling
when lamps are
disabled) (
IT
<D
-ex-M
0
Drainage
(V) 110 gallon Tank
(A) Pump
( 3 ) Digital Flow meter
[ 4 ) Thermocouple
(jJ Pressure Gauge (a) Commercial system
(6J Differential Pressure Transdueer(U Tube) (B ) Ring Type system
( 7 ) Exhaust Valve
(T) Mixer
Figure 3.1: Testing system for UV reactor performance
The photograph of the prototype test system is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2 Photograph of the circular array unit
showing the UV bulbs with half
reflector removed
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3.2 Test water preparation
Before performing a test the water in the tank was neutralized by adding Na2S03 to
eliminate any potential Chlorine effects on microorganisms. The PH value of the water was
tested after adding Na2S03. Solution samples were tested for any chlorine residue using a
Spectrophotometer to ensure that the chlorine concentration was Omg/L. The Chlorine-free
solution characteristics are shown in Table 8.
Table 8 The standard ofNeutralized Test Water [22]
Test Water Standards
TDS 200 - 500 mg/L
Free CI 0 +/- 0 mg/L
Total CI 0 +/- 0 mg/L
PH 7.5 +/- 0.5
Temp 68 +/- 5 F
Turbidity < 1 NTU
UV Transmittance 98 +/- 2 %
The Table 9 describes the test equipment forwater testing.
Table 9 Test equipment forwater examination
Test Equipment
Turbidity Hach Spectrophotometer
Total/ Free Chlorine Hach Spectrophotometer
PH pH meter
Absorbance/ transmittance UV Spectrophotometer
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3.3 The bioassay test setup
3.3.1 Collimated beam apparatus:
A collimated beam apparatus (see Figure 3.3) was designed and built to be used for the
evaluation of inactivation dose-response kinetics for a specific microbial population. It
entails exposure of a water sample containing the microbial population to a measurable
source ofUV light for a known period of time, followed by the quantification ofmicrobial
viability [23].
UV LAMP
COLLIMATED BEAM
PETRI DISH
WITH SAMPLE
MAGNETIC STIRRER
Figure 3.3 The collimated beam apparatus
The collimated beam apparatus produces a UV radiation (at 254 nm) that is
perpendicular to the sample surface. This is necessary because the radiometer used to
measure the UV intensity (before and after each test) is designed only to detect the radiation
perpendicular to the sensor surface.
The water sample is typically placed in a petri dish (-10 mm deep); a mini stir bar is
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used to keep the sample completely mixed to ensure uniform irradiation. The sample is
exposed to the UV beam for a precise amount of time.
Therefore, by knowing the "exact" UV intensity delivered to the sample and the "exact"
amount of exposure time, the UV dose delivered to the sample is simply: Dosage=Average
Intensity x Time. The average intensity is the actual intensity delivered to the microorganisms
in the petri dish (or in the water). By measuring the inactivation of the target
microorganism (from each sample after exposure) at various doses one can plot a "dose
response
curve" (log inactivation vs. dose). This information can then be used to determine
the necessary design dose for a specified level of inactivation.
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3.3.2 UV dose calculation for collimated beam apparatus
There are several practical corrections that are necessary to accurately measure the
average UV irradiance (E'aVg)- These factors include the incident irradiance (E0), water factor,
Petri factor, reflection factor and divergence factor as indicated in Equation below [24].
E'avg=Eox Petri FactorxReflection FactorxWater FactorxDivergence Factor (3.1)
"The Petri factor accounts for any non-uniform distribution of light across the surface
area of the testing vessel. The reflection factor accounts for the reflection ofUV light at the
air-water interface. A constant reflection factor of 0.975 was applied to compensate for the
reflection off the liquid surface. The water factor is a correction for the water absorbance and
depth of sample based on Morowitz (1950). The divergence factor accounts for any light that
strays outside of the test vessel before traversing the entire vessel depth.t9] Normally, the
water and the divergence factors are calculated together. The calculation procedure for the
above factors will be discussed in the proceeding subsections.
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3.3.2.1 Petri factor
The variation in the UV irradiance across the sample surface was established by
determining the petri factor. This factor compensates for the fact that the irradiance is not
uniform over the entire surface area of the sample container. To calculate this factor, the
average irradiance across the sample surface was determined by measuring specific
irradiance every 5 mm along two perpendicular lines that intersect in the middle of the dish. A
total of 89 measurements were taken to calculate the average irradiance. Take Table 10 for
example, this is the Petri factor test data for our Collimated Beam Apparatus. The ratio of the
average irradiance (See Table 10) to the center irradiance determined the petri factor. The
Petri Factor is 0.94 for our Collimated BeamApparatus.
Table 10 Irradiance Test Data
-3 -2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
-3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
-2.5 X X X X X 35.2 37.7 35.1 X X X X X
-2 X X X 36.7 45 46.3 46.4 46.4 45.7 37.2 X X X
-1.5 X X 36.4 46.1 46.8 47.3 47.1 47.3 47.2 46.8 38.3 X X
-1 X X 36.9 46.8 47.2 47.5 47.4 47.4 47.5 47.1 46 X X
-0.5 X 34.1 45.4 47.3 47.4 47.6 47.4 47 47.7 47.4 47.1 37.8 X
0 X 36.7 46.7 47.4 47.6 47.6 47.4 47.4 44.1 47.5 47.4 41.8 X
0.5 X 36.1 46.5 47 47.2 47.5 47.4 47.3 48 47.5 47.3 38.5 X
1 X X 46.3 47.6 47.6 47.5 47.4 47.3 47.9 47.5 47.1 X X
1.5 X X 39.7 47.3 47.3 47.4 47.2 47.4 47.7 47.5 43 X X
2 X X X 41.4 46.9 47.1 47.4 47.1 47.3 44 X X X
2.5 X X X X X 38.9 42.4 40.3 X X X X X
3 X X X X X X X X X X X X X
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Table 11 The ratio of the average irradiance
0.733 0.785 0.731
0.765 0.938 0.965 0.967 0.967 0.952 0.775
0.758 0.960 0.975 0.985 0.981 0.985 0.983 0.975 0.798
0.769 0.975 0.983 0.990 0.988 0.988 0.990 0.981 0.958
0.710 0.946 0.985 0.988 0.992 0.988 0.979 0.994 0.988 0.981 0.788
0.765 0.973 0.988 0.992 0.992 0.988 0.988 0.919 0.990 0.988 0.871
0.752 0.969 0.979 0.983 0.990 0.988 0.985 1.000 0.990 0.985 0.802
0.965 0.992 0.992 0.990 0.988 0.985 0.998 0.990 0.981
0.827 0.985 0.985 0.988 0.983 0.988 0.994 0.990 0.896
0.863 0.977 0.981 0.988 0.981 0.985 0.917
0.810 0.883 0.840
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3.3.2.2 Water and divergence factors
The Water and the Divergence Factors are calculated together [8]. They are calculated by
using an integrated form ofBeer's Law that considers the absorption coefficient and the path
length of the liquid. To obtain the UV absorption of the liquid, the absorbance spectrum of
the most germicidal wavelengths (ranging from 200 to 300 nm) were determined using a
1-cm quartz cell in an 8453 UV-visible spectrophotometer. This factor was calculated by a
spreadsheet made by Jim Bolton [25]. The detail of this calculation is provided in the
Appendix D.
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4. Results and Discussions
4.1 MS2 response to UV curve
As it was described earlier (in section 3.2.1), the Quasi Collimated Beam is a device that
can be used to create a "quasi" parallel beam ofUV light so that a stirred biological sample
can be exposed to a constant irradiance across the surface of a Petri dish. The samples can
then be given any dosage of UV light by adjusting the time the sample spends under the
beam (dosage = irradiance * time). A dosage-response curve for an organism is generated by
exposing samples to various dosages and plotting the log reduction of the organism vs.
dosage.
MS2 coli phage is the most commonly used test microbe for UV reactor validation in
North America. The development ofUV dose - response data for MS2 at bench scale is an
integral part of validation testing . Quasi Collimating Beam Study response ofMS2 to UV
light at 254nm is shown in Figure 4.1. The original data is shown in the Appendix E. In the
same Figure, the relation between dosage and log reduction recommended by NSF is also
plotted. Our results are close to NSF correlation.
Our curve fit is:
MS2 Log Reduction = 0.0048*Dosage + 0.1137. (4.1)
NSF recommended curve is:
MS2 Log Reduction = 0.004*Dosage + 0.64. (4.2)
This MS2 Log Reduction is the log ratio ofMS2 without UV concentration to MS2 with UV
concentration. After obtaining the MS2 log reduction from inactivation tests, this line was
used to calculate the average dosage of the UV systems.
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Reponse ofMS2 to UV Light at 254nm
0.000 *-
Linear (NSF)
Linear (RTT)
0.0 100.0 200.0 300.0 400.0 500.0 600.0 700.0
Dosage J/rrt2
Figure 4.1. MS2 response to 254nm UV light in terms of log reduction and dosage
From Figure 4.1, it was found that the 2-log reduction corresponds to a dosage of 400
J/m2, and 3-log reduction to 600 J/m2. In our experimental studies, our curve will be used to
determine the average dosage from our experimental results for the log reduction of
microorganism.
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4.2 Biological test results
Three biological test runs were carried out for both commercial and circular array units.
For the commercial unit, the total electrical power input is 36 W. Based on the technical data
obtained from the manufacturer [www.AtlanticUV.com], the UV-C output the UV lamp
wasl3.8W. For the circular array unit, the electrical power input of each
"U"
type UV lamp
was 9W, and the UV-C output was 2.4W The lower UV-C output of lamps is due to the lower
efficiency of the bulbs. Generally, the more powerful and larger lamp, the higher efficiency
for UV-C output is.
The test results for three runs are provided in Table 11. The test is shown in the
Appendix F. The results of commercial unit show a 3-log reduction at the UV power input of
13.8W. The circular array unit shows log reductions of, 2.65 to 2.98, at the UV power input
of 9.6W It is obvious from Equations (2.10-2.13) that the dosage is proportional to the UV
power input, and the MS2 log reduction is also proportional to the dosage. Therefore, the log
reduction is believed to be proportional to the UV power input. From this point of view, the
ratio of dosage to UV power can be used as another parameter to evaluate the system
performance. The higher the value of this ratio, higher the performance, and lower the energy
consumption. From Table 1 1, it is clear that this ratio for the circular array unit is 30% higher
than that of the commercial unit ifminimum dosage is used as the basis for comparison and
about 21% higher if the average value is used.
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Table 12: Comparison ofcircular-array type reactor and commercial unit
Unit
UV
Power
Input
(W)
Log
Reduction
Average
Dosage
(J/m2)
Minimum
Dosage
(J/m2)
Dosage/UV
Input (s/m2)
UV
Power
Saving*
(%)
UV
Power
Saving**
(%)
Circular
array unit
9.6
2.98 597.15 >400 62.20 30 27.27
2.65 528.40 >400 55.04 30 18.37
2.70 538.81 >400 56.12 30 18.60
Commercial
Unit
13.8
3.09 620.06 >400 45.23
3.11 624.23 >400 44.93
3.14 630.48 >400 45.68
xl00%
* based on minimum dosage; ** based on average dosage
Energy saving based on minimum dosage is defined as:
Commerical Reactor UVCPower Input -CAT Reactor UVCPower Input
Commerical Reactor UVCPower Input
From different definitions, the dosage has different value. The average dosage and
minimum dosage are two of them. The average dosage is defined by the log reduction value
by the biology tests and Figure 4. 1 . In the NSF standard condition, the log reduction will be
about 2 as the average dosage over 400
J/m2
and 3-log reduction for 600 J/m2. But in practice,
higher dosage values can be obtained.
From Table 12, it is found that the minimum dosage for both units is over 400J/m2,
which is the NSF/ANSI Standard for Drinking Water Treatment Unit. Above this value the
germ's structure can be broken without the possibility of self-repair. The dosage will increase
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toward the pipe center for both units. Theoretical analysis showed that at the center the
commercial unit has much higher dosage than circular array type unit. But the UV dosage
higher than the standard value (400J/m2) is unnecessary for the water disinfection. This
higher dosage, at the expanse of extra energy consumption, leads to a less energy efficient
unit. The circular-array type unit on the other hand meets the National Standard and has a
relatively uniform dosage distribution that makes more energy efficient.
Average Dosage vs. UV Input
700
o
UV Input {W)
Figure 4.2: Relation ofUV dosage and UV power input
In Figure 4.2, there are 3 sets of test results which are for commercial reactor and CAT
reactor. In each experiment, we took 3 samples at conditions with and without UV,
respectively. Every sample was inspected biologically twice. The standard deviation on log
reduction is based on these 6 data. Using the standard deviation and transferring it to the
dosage, we can have a dosage range that can cover 95% samples, which is utilized to make
an error bar. The detail information is presented in the Appendix F. It presents the raw data.
And 95% samples on dosage are located in this range.
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To compare the performance of these two reactors, it is based on the UVC power input.
And the UV input to the system is equivalent to the lamp UV output from the lamp. The
ratios ofUVC output from the lamp and power consumption are 35% and 27%, respectively,
as shown in Tables 2 and 6. The ratio presents the lamp efficiency. In the theoretical analysis
and comparison, we assumed that the lamp efficiency is the same for two kinds ofUV bulbs.
The power saving can be calculated by adding the lamp efficiency factor to the UVC power
saving. Seeking UV high out lamp is another step to enhance system performance.
The average dosage from the circular array type reactor is more than 528 J/m2, which is
very close to the analytical result
522J/m2
which is shown in the Appendix C. This value is
much higher than the standard (400J/m2) at the UVC power input of 9.6W The average
dosage from the commercial unit is more than 620 J/m2 at the UVC power input of 13.8W. If
the performance ofboth units is compared at the same UVC power input (see Figure 4.2), the
average dosage by the circular array type reactor is about 21% higher than that of the
commercial unit.
The NSF requires the minimum dosage as the basis for monitoring a UV system. In
general, if the minimum dosage is larger than 400 J/m2, then the system is qualified. In
practice, the local intensity or minimum intensity value can be obtained by using a UV sensor.
But the minimum dosage is hard to measure directly since the exposure time is almost
impossible to measure. The analytical method for a simple geometry and numerical method
for any system can help us to get the exposure time and intensity distribution in the system so
we can get the dosage distribution in the system. The Equations 2.4 and 2.7 are two examples
on dosage distribution in different systems.
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4.3 Impact of reactor size
Our theoretical calculations have shown that the reactor size can affect the energy
savings rate compared with the commercial unit. The estimation of power consumption for
the
4"
pipe reactor is about 36 W at the UVC bulb efficiency of 30%. This value is very close
to the current design. For the case of an 8" pipe reactor with flow rate of 20GPM, the power
consumption will be around 32W, and the energy consumption will be 50% lower than the
commercial unit, since:
Pa> 2GDC
RB
(4.3)
Where G is the water flow rate, Dc is the minimum dosage, Rb is the radius ofwater pipe, n
is the UVC efficiency of power input, PB is the power consumption. Figure 4.3 shows the
relationship between power consumption and reactor size at different flow rates.
1000
a
o
w
C
o
Sh
CU
5:
o
PL,
0.4 0.6
Reactor Radius (m)
Figure 4.3: Relation of power consumption and reactor radius for circular array type
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5. Conclusions
5.1 Summary of results
The "Circular Array" type UV reactor, the subject of this thesis, operates with less
power than a current commercial unit in the disinfection of tap water while providing the
same inactivation results. The circular array type reactor generates more uniform UV dosage
profile in the reactor than the commercial unit. As a result, this new design has a minimum
dosage higher than the commercial unit at the same UV power input. According to the
NSF/ANSI Standard for Drinking Water Treatment Unit, a system should be able to deliver a
UV dosage of at least of 400J/m2 at the wavelength of 254 nm, which means this dosage is
enough to break the microbe structure beyond self-repair. The design features of the circular
array type were determined by minimizing the power consumption function. In circular array
design, four straight UV bulbs were placed circumferentially outside the quartz tube (OD: 4")
at
90 interval. The total UVC power input (of four bulbs) was 9.6 W. Based on average
dosage comparison, the three consistent test results showed that the circular array type UV
reactor can reduce energy consumption by 20% compared with the commercial unit. The
savings can be as high as 30% if the minimum dosage (=400 J/m ) was used as the basis for
comparison.
5.2 Contributions
1. The system design, reflector design and UVC output design were developed through this
study for the circular array unit.
2. The reflector designs such that it can reflect the most UV light into the reactor with
minimum loss.
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5.3 Recommendations for future work
As an alternative to the original ring type reactor, the circular array unit was designed
with four straight UV bulbs, placed circumferentially, outside the quartz tube (OD: 4") at
90
interval. A "Ring" type design should still be pursued as it may provide even better results.
Furthermore, using two half-ring UV bulbs can make the design easy and simple. Compared
with the commercial units and circular array unit, the ring-type UV reactor should be the
final target for the best performance on energy savings.
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Appendix
A. Bioassay Test Preparation (Developed by Sarah Brownell)
Condition all UV Bulbs 100 hours.
DES Lab provides slants
Day 1 : Make Media (~8 hours)
Sterilize dilution tubes.
Prepare at County Health Lab following NSF/ANSI 55-2002 recipes (except TSB)
o 1 L stock PBS.
> Zero scale (validate). Measure out reagents in boats using a new
spatula for each.
80g NaCl
2g KH2P04
29g Na2HP04
' 12H20
2g KC1
> Put -200 mL DI water in a 1 L volumetric flask with stir bar, place
on stirrer and add ingredients through a funnel. Rinse boats and
funnel with DI water.
> Fill flask to within 10 mL of 1 L line. Stir to dissolve. Use a pipette
to fill to 1 L carefully, drop by drop.
> Pour into bottles 8 bottles, -150 mL each. Label Stock PBS and date.
(Good for 3 months).
o 1 L working PBS.
> Rinse 1 L volumetric flask and stir bar with DI water 3 times.
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> Use a 25 mL pipette to add 100 mL PBS stock solution to the flask.
> Dilute with DI water to within 10 mL of the 1 L line, stir to mix.
> Pour into a 1 .5 L or larger beaker with stir bar.
> Adjust pH with 0. IN HC1 or 0. IN NaOH to 7.4.
> Return to volumetric flask. Use a pipette to fill to 1 L carefully, drop
by drop.
> Separate into 8 bottles (-150 mL) and autoclave both the stock and
working solution.
> Sterilely (next to flame) pipette working solution into 70 sterile tubes,
9 mL each.
> Store up to 3 months.
o 300 mL TSB from purchased reagent powder.
> Zero scale. Measure out 9 g TSB reagent powder on a boat using a
spatula.
> Measure out 300 mLDI water in a graduated cylinder.
> Pour about 100 mL into a 500 mL (or larger) beaker with stir bar and
place on stir plate.
> Add TSB reagent powder and rinse boat with DI water.
> Stir and heat until mixed.
> Fill 7 large tubes with 8.5 mL TSB for E. coli propagation. Put the
rest into bottles, -100 mL each.
> Autoclave.
> Use 1 tube to check pH.
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> Store up to 3 months.
o 1 . 5L 1% TSA (up to 300 soft agar rubes)
> Zero scale (validate). Measure out reagents in boats using a new
spatula for each.
22.5g tryptone
7.5g soytone
7.5g NaCl
15.Og agar
> Fill a 2 L graduated cylinder to 1 .5 L with DI water.
> Pour -500 mL DI water from the graduated cylinder into a 1800 mL
beaker with a stir bar and place on magnetic stirrer with heat.
> Add ingredients. Use a 400 mL beaker to rinse boats with DI water
from the graduated cylinder into the large beaker.
> Heat to boiling.
> While hot, pipette 5 mL aliquots into test tubes. Pour remainder into
bottles, -150 mL each. Fill a large test tube for taking the pH.
> Label and autoclave. While hot, pour the agar in the large test tube
into a 20mL beaker. Take pH.
> Store up to 3 months.
> Do not allow to change from liquid to solid more than 2x.
o 3L 1.5% TSA.
> Zero scale (validate). Measure out reagents in boats using a new
spatula for each.
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45g tryptone
1 5g soytone
15g NaCl
45g agar
> Fill a 2 L and a 1 L graduated cylinder with DI water (for 3 L).
> Pour -500 mL DI water from the graduated cylinder into a 3500 mL
thick walled beaker with a stir bar and place on magnetic stirrer with
heat.
> Add ingredients. Use a 400 mL beaker to rinse boats with DI water
from the graduated cylinder into the large beaker.
> Heat to boiling.
> While hot, pour into 20 bottles, -150 mL each. Fill a large test tube
for taking the pH.
> Autoclave, and while hot, pour the agar into Petri dishes, about 1 5mL
each, up to 240 plates.
> Store remainder in bottles. Bottled agar can only be heated one more
time, the day you pour it into plates.
> Empty the large test tube into a graduated cylinder and take pH.
> Store up to 3 months in bottles. Petri dishes are good for 2 weeks.
o Store all media in dark at 4 C. Record pH in Lab notebook.
Streak E. coli host stain from a slant onto a new slant using a sterile loop that has
been flamed. Use the flamed sterile loop to inoculate a broth tube also. Incubate
both at 35+/.l C for 18"7.2 hours forMS2 propagation.
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o If dehydrated E.coli has not yet been propagated, do the following:
> Wash area, hands, and bottle E. coli comes in with alcohol
> Open 8.5mL TSB tube and flame top.
> Dip tweezers in alcohol and flame.
> Remove top ofE. coli bottle with tweezers
> Add 1 mL broth from the TSB tube to the E. coli in the bottle it came
in using a sterile pipette. Mix.
> Flame the top of the TSB tube and the E. coli bottle.
> Pour or pipette the rehydrated E. coli into the TSB tube. Mix.
> Flame and cool an inoculation loop. Dip in TSB tube with E. coli.
Flame the mouth of a slant. Use to transfer E. coli in TSB onto a
slant.
> Incubate both the slant and the TSB tube.
Sterilize 1 L deionized water in bottles (150 mL each) for rinsing centrifuge tubes.
Day 2: Propagate MS2
Liquefy by boiling (26) 1% TSA tubes on a hot plate and cool in a water bath. Put
(26) 1.5% TSA plates to warm in incubator.
Open MS2 vial sterilely as described in package info. Put MS2 pellet in a sterile
tube and liquefy with 1 mL PBS working solution. This suspension is the MS2
stock suspension.
Make 12 serial dilutions ofMS2 stock suspension in (12) 9mL PBS tubes by adding 1
mL of the previous dilution starting with the liquefied pellet, vortex.
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Add 1 mL of each dilution
(IO5
through IO"12, in triplicate) to 1% TSA tubes. Using
sterile dropper add 3-4 drops incubated E. coli host strain to each tube. Vortex and
pour onto 1.5% TSA plates. Label with date, time, dilution, and replicate. (Leave
1% TSA tubes in water bath and 1.5% plates in incubator until just before use.)
While working, leave a 1.5% TSA plate exposed to air for 15 minutes. Also pour
only 1% TSA (no ecoli orMS2) over 1 plate for QC/QA.
When cool, invert plates and incubate at 35+/.l C for 18+/_2 hours.
Using a sterile loop, scrape E. coli host stain from yesterday's slant into to one TSB
tube and make another slant, incubate at 35+/.l C for 1 8+/_2 hours for MS2
enumeration.
Sterilize two 50 mL centrifuge tubes in alcohol and rinse with sterile DI water.
Day 3 : Propagate MS2 (cont) and Enumerate MS2, Prep for QCB Test
Select plates w/ complete lysis of host cells. Next to flame, flood each plate with 3
mL sterile TSB and remove TSA layer into centrifuge tubes with a flat spatula. We
used 3 to 4 plates per centrifuge tube.
Add lysozyme and EDTA, fill to 40 mL with TSB and incubate 2 hours at room
temperature.
Centrifuge for 20 minutes on speed 25.
Sterilize a vacuum flask with hose, stopper with hole, and a large test tube inside.
Cover holes with aluminum foil.
Set up a sterile filter apparatus on the flask. Only remove the paper that is necessary
to remove during set up.
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Place 0.22um polycarbonate filter on the apparatus.
Work next to flame. Prime filterwith 10 mL sterile TSB.
Use 1 mL automatic pipetter to remove supernatant from both centrifuge tubes into
filter.
Rinse with 4 mL TSB.
Remove filter apparatus and retrieve test tube withMS2 in it. Replace cap.
(Begin enumeration)
Liquefy (18) 1% TSA tubes in a water bath and allow (18) 1.5% TSA plates to warm
to room temperature.
Make 12 serial dilutions of propagated MS2 suspension in (12) 9mL PBS tubes by
adding 1 mL of the previous dilution, vortex.
Add 1 mL each dilution (107 through IO"12, in triplicate) and 3-4 drops incubated E.
coli host strain to 1% TSA tubes, vortex and pour onto 1.5% TSA plates.
While working, leave a 1.5% TSA plate exposed to air for 15 minutes. Also pour
only 1% TSA (no ecoli orMS2) over 1 plate for QC/QA.
When cool, invert plates and incubate at 35+/_l C for 1 8+/_2 hours.
(Begin QCB Test)
Determine the number of dilution tubes, 1%TSA tubes, and 1.5%TSA plates needed
for the QCB test (or the part of the test you wish to run tomorrow). See data sheet
and following example:
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o For each sample whole number, the number of dilution tubes needed is equal
to the number of the highest dilution red or pink box. (For example, sample
1 requires four dilution tubes to reach IO4.)
o For each line on the data sheet, the number of plates and 1% TSA tubes
required is equal to the number of red or pink boxes. Add one 1% TSA tube
and two plates for QA/QC.
Determine the amount of PBS needed to dilute the MS2 for the number of whole
number samples (20mL each) that you want to run.
Take inventory and make media ifnecessary.
Autoclave a Beaker and a graduated cylinder large enough for the amount ofMS2 in
PBS you will need.
Autoclave small Petri dishes with stir bars inside.
Inoculate (2) TBS tubes with E. coli host stain using a sterile loop. Incubate at
35+/.lC for 18+/J2 hours.
Day 4: Enumerate MS2 (cont) and QCB
Turn on spectrophotometer.
Count plates with 25 to 250 PFUs and calculate the titer (see NSF/ANSI 55 for
direction).
Liquefy enough 1% TSA tabes in a water bath to complete the samples you wish to
run (count red squares on data sheet and add one for QC) .Allow the same number +
one 1.5% TSA plates to warm in the warm room.
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Dilute the enumerated MS2 suspension with DI water to yield enough test water for
the samples you wish to run that day (20mL each) with 5xl0"4 to 5xl0"5 PFUs/mL.
Measure the absorbance of the MS2 suspension on the spectrophotometer.
Turn on Quasi Collimating Beam and check consistency of irradiance for 30 minutes.
For each sample, fill one sterile 15 x 60 mm Petri dish with 20 mL test water just
before exposing to UV.
Place Petri dish and magnetic stirrer.
Use radiometer to measure the irradiance at the center of the collimated beam.
Use Bolton Photoscience's Fluence Calculation Spreadsheet to determine the average
germicidal irradiance throughout the fluid volume and record it on the UV Validation
Data Sheet (QCB sheet) for the sample you are raiiriing.
Using the stop watch and shutter, expose samples to random fluences ofUV light as
specified in the UV Validation Data Sheet.
After exposure, record the irradiance in the center of the collimated beam again.
Record on the data sheet. The data sheet will take the average of the before and
after irradiances and calculated a modified fluence value.
Dilute sample in dilution tubes and plate dilutions as shown by the red or pink boxes
in the UV Validation Data Sheet. Plate as described previously.
When cool, invert plates and incubate at 35+/.l C for 18+/_2 hours.
Testing theActual UV Unit Prototypes
Condition lamp 100 hours before testing!
Day 1 : Test Preparation for UV System Validation
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Inventorymedia to make sure that you have enough and it is not out ofdate.
Fill test water storage tankwith tap water. Mix using pump. Let sit overnight.
Inoculate (2) TBS tubes with E. coli host stain using a sterile loop. Incubate at
35+/.lC for 18+/.2 hours.
BringMS2 (in a cooler) and test bottles from DES lab to RIT.
Day 2: Test Preparation for UV SystemValidation
Turn offUV lamp.
Mix water in tank using pump.
Take a sample. Measure the free CI- on Civil and Environmental Engineering's Hach
Spectrophotometer. Record on the data sheet under Tap Water.
Add 3x as much Na2S03 per liter as the amount of free C1-. For example, if the
sample has 0.3 mg/L free C1-, add 0.9 mg/L Na2S03. For 415 L of test water, one
would add 0.373 g of Na2S03 to the tank. Record the amount ofNa2S03 added on
the data sheet.
Mix water using pump.
Measure and record the TDS using the TDS meter and the free C1-, and total CI- using
Civil and Environmental Engineering's Hach Spectrophotometer.
Save file under UV unit name and test date (ex. AtlanticUV 92503, Ring type
9_30_03)
AddMS2 to achieve 5 x
IO4
to 5 x
105 PFU/mL.
Use pump to mix water.
Turn on the bulb(s) and wait 30 minutes.
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Turn valves to waste water to drain rather than recycling to tank.
Run pump and adjust flow rate. Open sample port and drain to bucket.
Record flowrate, pressure, temperature, head loss, and UV intensity at the wall on the
Testing a UV Disinfection Chamber page of the data sheet.
After 5 residence times or 1 minute (whichever is longer), take a sample from the
sample port -100 mL.
Wait 15 seconds and take second sample. Repeat for third sample. Label the three
samples with UV as 1,2, and 3.
Turn off light.
After 5 residence times or 1 minute (whichever is longer), take a sample from the
sample port -100 mL.
Wait 15 seconds and take second sample. Repeat for third sample. Label these
three samples without UV as 1,2, and 3.
At DES Lab
Determine the number of plates required for the samples with UV and without UV,
and for the truncated quasi collimating beam test (4 fluences in duplicate).
o Plates and 1% TSA tubes:
> 48 for samples with UV and without UV
> 96 for truncated collimated beam
> 2 extra plates for QC, 1 extra TSA tube for QC
o Dilution tubes:
> 24 for samples with UV and without UV
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> 26 for truncated collimated beam
Put plates in warm room to warm up and melt 1% TSA tubes by boiling and place in
water bath.
Take absorbance of one of the samples using the spectrophotometer, record.
Take the pH of one of the samples, record.
Begin truncated collimated beam test as described for the full test, but only do sample
numbers in blue on the data sheet.
Dilute and plate sample with UV, sample without UV and collimated beam samples as
described in the data sheets.
Clean Up
1% TSA tubes
o Autoclave and wash while hot to remove to agar.
o Soak caps in hot tap water, then in DI water. Dry on paper towels.
o Invert tubes on rack for dish washer and wash.
o When tubes and caps are dry, cap tubes and autoclave, or store inverted with
caps in a plastic bag.
Plates
o After counting plates, place them in the biohazard bag and put it in the red
garbage can.
Dilution tubes andMS2
o Autoclave on liquids cycle. Rinse and wash in the dishwasher.
Testing Procedure
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On the day prior to testing, the media such as PBS, 1.5%TSA, 1% TSA, and MS2 was
prepared for use. Hard Agar, dilution tubes should be prepared for the samples with UV and
without UV. E-Coli can then be made, and MS2 and tubes are brought to RIT lab for sample
collecting.
All UV lamps should be turned off, before system testing starts as follows:
Mix water in tank using pump.
Take a sample. Measure the free CI- on Civil and Environmental Engineering's
Hach Spectrophotometer. Record on the data sheet under Tap Water.
Add 3x as much Na2S03 per liter as the amount of free C1-. For example, if the
sample has 0.3 mg/L free C1-, add 0.9 mg/L Na2S03. For 415 L of test water, one
would add 0.373 g ofNa2S03 to the tank. Record the amount ofNa2S03 added on
the data sheet.
Mix water using pump.
Measure and record the TDS using the TDS meter and the free C1-, and total CI- using
Civil and Environmental Engineering's Hach Spectrophotometer.
AddMS2 to achieve 5 x
IO4
to 5 x 105 PFU/mL.
Use pump to mix water.
Turn on the bulb(s) and wait 30 minutes.
Turn valves to waste water to drain rather than recycling to tank.
Run pump and adjust flow rate. Open sample port and drain to bucket.
Record flow rate, pressure, temperature, head loss, and UV intensity at the wall on the
Testing aUV Disinfection Chamber page of the data sheet.
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After 5 residence times or 1 minute (whichever is longer), take a sample from the
sample port -100 mL.
Wait 15 seconds and take second sample. Repeat for third sample. Label the three
samples with UV as 1,2, and 3.
Turn off light.
After 5 residence times or 1 minute (whichever is longer), take a sample from the
sample port -100 mL.
Wait 15 seconds and take second sample. Repeat for third sample. Label these
three samples without UV as 1,2, and 3.
Samples were then taken to Monroe County Department of Environmental Services Lab in
Rochester, NY to be tested. Petri dishes of hard agar were put in incubator to warm up to
room temperature. Soft agar (1% TSA) tubes were placed in boiling water bath to liquefy.
samples with UV and without UV were then diluted with PBS solution, and the soft agar was
poured into the Petri dishes. MS2 enumeration started the next day after Petri dishes
containing diluted samples were removed from incubator.
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B. The Expression of f (x,y,RB , S)
A
Lamp Center
The UV rays will travel through the air, reach the quartz tube, and then go to the water. Rb is the quartz
tube radius. Point A is the lamp center and point B is a normal point in the water pipe. C is a point of
intersection between the quartz and the UV rays path. So the real distance through the water is AB minus
AC.
AB=Jx2+(y-RB-S)2
-
The function for line AB is:
x-0
y-Y
Y= y~RB~SX + (RB+S)
C(X,Y) is on the circle, so
X2+Y2=RB2
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C. Dosage Calculation
x=-0.05:0.00005:0.05;y=-0.05:0.00005:0.05;
Al=(y-0.05-0.006)./(x+eps);
B1=0.05+0.006;
C1=(8*A1.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A1.A2+1)-4*A1*B1*((4*A1.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A1.A2+1)).A0.5;
A2=(y+0.05+0.006)./(x+eps);
C2=(8*A2.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A2.A2+1)-4*A2*B1*((4*A2.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A2.A2+1)).A0.5;
A3=y./(x+0.05+0.006+eps);
C3=(8*A3.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A3.A2+1)-4*A3*B1*((4*A3.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A3.A2+1)).A0.5;
A4=y./(x-0.05-0.006+eps);
C4=(8*A4.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A4.A2+1)-4*A4*B1*((4*A4.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A4.A2+1)).A0.5;
z0=4*205/360*exp(-2.3*(0.05-(x.A2+y.A2).A0.5))./((6.28*(x.A2+y.A2).A0.5)+eps);
fl=(x.A2+(A1 A2). *x.A2).A0.5-(0.05+(B 1A2)-2*B 1 *(0.05A2-C 1 A2));
f2=(xA2+(A2A2).*x.A2).A0.5-(0.05+(BlA2)-2*Bl*(0.05A2-C2.A2));
f3=(y.A2+(A3 A2).*y.A2) A0.5-(0.05+(B 1A2)-2*B 1 *(0.05A2-C3 A2));
f4=(yA2+(A4.A2).*y.A2).A0.5-(0.05+(BlA2)-2*Bl*(0.05A2-C4.A2));
zl=(exp(-2.3*fl))./((6.28*(x.A2+(Al.*x).A2).A0.5)+eps);
z2=(exp(-2.3*f2))./((6.28*(x.A2+(A2.*x).A2).A0.5)+eps);
z3=(exp(-2.3*G))./((6.28*(y.A2+(A3.*x).A2).A0.5)+eps);
z4=(exp(-2.3*f4))./((6.28*(y.A2+(A4.*x).A2).A0.5)+eps);
D=z0+zl+z2+z3+z4;
z=D*0.1115*((0.05-(x.A2+y.A2).A0.5)/0.05).A(l/6);
min(min(z0))
z=181
C1=(8*A1.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A1 A2+1)-4*A1*B1*((4*A1.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A1.A2+1)).A0.5;
A2=(y+0.05+0.006)./(x+eps);
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C2=(8*A2.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A2.A2+1)-4*A2*B1*((4*A2.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A2.A2+1)).A0.5;
A3=y./(x+0.05+0.006+eps);
C3=(8*A3 A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A3.A2+1)-4*A3*B1*((4*A3.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A3.A2+1)).A0.5;
A4=y./(x-0.05-0.006+eps);
C4=(8*A4.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A4.A2+1)-4*A4*B1*((4*A4.A2*B1A2)-0.002544*(A4.A2+1)).A0.5;
z0=4*205/360*exp(-2.3*(0.05-(x.A2+y.A2).A0.5))./((6.28*(x.A2+y.A2).A0.5)+eps);
fl=(x A2+(A1 .A2).*x A2) A0.5-(0.05+(B 1A2)-2*B 1 *(0.05A2-C 1 A2));
f2=(x.A2+(A2A2).*x.A2).A0.5-(0.05+(BlA2)-2*Bl*(0.05A2-C2.A2));
f3=(y.A2+(A3.A2).*y.A2).A0.5-(0.05+(BlA2)-2*Bl*(0.05A2-C3.A2));
f4=(yA2+(A4 A2).*yA2) A0.5-(0.05+(B 1A2)-2*B 1 *(0.05A2-C4 A2));
zl=(exp(-2.3*fl))./((6.28*(x.A2+(Al.*x).A2).A0.5)+eps);
z2=(exp(-2.3*f2))./((6.28*(x.A2+(A2.*x).A2)A0.5)+eps);
z3=(exp(-2.3*f3))./((6.28*(y.A2+(A3.*x).A2).A0.5)+eps);
z4=(exp(-2.3*f4))./((6.28*(y.A2+(A4.*x).A2).A0.5)+eps);
D=z0+zl+z2+z3+z4;
z=D*0.1 1 15*((0.05-(x A2+yA2) A0.5)/0.05).A(l/6);
mean(mean(zO))
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